WHAT'S IN STORE FOR THE NEW SCHOOL YEAR?

TUTORING BOXES
TUTORING BOXES

• A place to keep ongoing assignments
• A place to keep extra writing materials and instruments
• A way to section off part of the table or workspace and keep organized.
• Something to explore with your student on the first day
• Decorate and personalize the box with the student
• Store special books or articles/magazines
• Store prizes
• Store distractions and keep them within reach
WHAT DOES IT HAVE IN IT?
K-5TH
• 2 Pencils
• One sharpener
• 36 pack of crayons
• Stack of lined paper
• Writing organizer folder
• Paperback Dictionary
• Mini Vocabulary Book
• K-5 subject key ring
• Map of the United States
WHAT DOES IT HAVE IN IT? 6-12TH

• 2 Blue and Black Pens
• 5 Sharpened Pencils
• Writing Project Organizers
• Grade/Subject Keyring
• Post Its
• Index Cards
• Map of the World with Longitude and Latitude
• Dictionary
• White lined Paper
HOW CAN I USE THE MATERIALS?

• Talk about where you believe different countries are in the world. Discuss their longitude, latitude and relationship to the equator or other important locations on the Earth.
• Create flash cards from the dictionary and test one another.
• Start a story about something that matters to your student.
• Use the post-its for an ice breaker: Each writes 2 true and 2 untrue words about them (Dogs, Cats, Thrifty, Beach-Loving, Dunkin-Donuts, Sharks, Flowers, Garden, Sweet Tooth) and guess which ones are the truths and the fakes about each other.
• Talk through the Key Ring Subject Helper and Find out what your student thinks He or She already knows or wants to know more about.
• Go over Tutoring Expectations and discuss anything to add